Eye Lens Technology Lenses of the Future
Introduction
Since Rodenstock introduced Individual Lens Technology (ILT) to the market in 2000 and the first individual Impression
progressive lenses arrived on the market, individual lenses have gained importance worldwide. Another milestone in
ophthalmic optics was the introduction of the FreeSign® progressive lens in 2007. This unique design freedom made it
possible for the first time to adapt the placement and size of the visual zones to the individual personal visual requirements
and the visual habits of the person wearing the spectacles1. Two years later, this freedom was passed on to the Ergo® near
comfort lenses2 and developed even further.
Eye Lens Technology
Now Rodenstock is setting new standards once again: Individual Lens Technology becomes Eye Lens Technology (EyeLT).
With the optimisation of lenses the Individual Lens Technology takes into consideration the individual parameters, the
Perfect Balance Principle, the free design of lenses (visual habits) and the Unique Customisation. Now ILT becomes EyeLT
and Rodenstock adds the EyeModel to the Impression lenses. The EyeModel not only considers the individual parameters but
also the physiological and geometric/optical influences on near vision, in accordance with Listing's Law for near vision and effective
near astigmatism.
Backgrounds
With progressive lenses, until now it has only been possible to change the spherical value for near vision in the form of the
addition power. The cylinder value and the cylinder axis were adopted from the far refraction, since nothing else could be
implemented from a technical perspective.
However, with Eye Lens Technology, Rodenstock has been able to master this technical challenge. It is now possible to
realise a near refraction in a progressive lens that is independent of the far refraction.
There are a variety of causes of near astigmatism3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10.
On the one hand, there are physiological reasons. There is a rotation of the eyes (rolling) during eye movements. Due to this
rotation, there are different cylinder axes that have to be implemented in the lens depending on the line of vision. This is
described in Listing's Law11,12,13.
Another cause - purely of a geometric/optical nature - is the so-called effective near astigmatism. This requires a different
cylinder value for near vision than for far vision. And finally, there are individual anatomic causes that can lead to near
astigmatism due to asymmetrical accommodation, for example due to tilting of the eye lens. These interrelationships and
their effects are described in detail in technical literature3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10.
Until now, however, it was assumed that there was no way to correct this near astigmatism in a progressive lens3,4,5,6,7.
The fact that differences in the cylindrical correction between far vision and near vision could not be corrected belongs to the
past now thanks to the EyeModel. Rodenstock, with its core competence in optimising and manufacturing individual lenses,
is now able to calculate and manufacture such progressive lenses for the first time.
EyeModel: Listing's Law and Effective Near Astigmatism
During optimisation of individual progressive lenses, the EyeModel takes into consideration the natural eye movements for
far vision and near vision. Now, besides Listing's Law for far vision14,15,16, which has already been taken into consideration
since the year 2000, there is also an implementation of Listing's Law for near vision11,12,13. Hence, together with effective
near astigmatism, the EyeModel opens up a new dimension for taking care of the visually impaired who have astigmatism,
and that means better vision for more than 80% of the customers!
Listing's Law
Figure 1: Far vision - rolling of the eyes with eye movements in the same direction according to Listing's Law for far vision. A horizontal line in space is
reproduced on corresponding retina positions.

Listing's Law for far vision describes the rotation of the eyes for eye movements (versions) in the same direction for far
vision (Figure 1). Since the eyes perform slight rolling movements during peripheral eye movements, there is a necessity for
flexible cylinder axes that are matched to the rolling movements of the eye.
Figure 2: Near vision - rolling of the eyes with eye movements in the opposite direction according to Listing's Law for far vision. A horizontal line in
space is not reproduced on corresponding retina positions.

However, for near vision, there are eye movements in the opposite direction (vergences).
Therefore, the description of the rolling movements according to Listing's Law for far vision is not applicable to near vision
(Figure 2). So far, there has not been a correct physiological description for the case involving vergences.

However, respective models have been developed in the past few years in physiological research11,12,13. Accordingly, both
eyes try to reproduce a horizontal line in space on the corresponding retina positions. In order to guarantee this, the eyes
must inevitably roll differently for convergence than for far vision (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Near vision - rolling of the eyes with eye movements in the opposite direction according to Listing's Law for near vision. A horizontal line in
space is reproduced on corresponding retina positions for convergence as well.

The cylinder axis calculated according to Listing's Law is dependent on the line of vision and the convergence, which in turn
is a function of the object distance, interpupillary distance, cylinder, vertex distance, and eye movement. Here, in contrast to
Listing's Law for far vision, it applies that the cylinder axis change becomes greater as:
- the object distance becomes smaller
- the eye movements become greater
- the interpupillary distance becomes greater.
Rodenstock has now transferred these findings to the lens and for the first time adjusted the cylinder axis of the lens exactly
to the actual eye movements in near vision (Figure 4).
Figure 4: Adjustment of the cylinder axis of the lens to Listing's Law for far vision and near vision.
Top: without Listing
Middle: with Listing far vision
Bottom: with Listing far and near vision
(view through left lens, cylinder axis 0°)

The red lines in Figure 4 show the areas of the lens in which the eyes roll during eye movements. The axis of the cylinder is
adjusted here compared to the ordered cylinder axis according to Listing's Law for far and near vision. The result means
perfect intermediate and near zones, i.e. the visual acuity increases for near vision and the fields of view become larger.
Effective Near Astigmatism
Besides taking Listing's Law for far and near vision into consideration, Rodenstock was also able to integrate an additional
new feature into the high-end progressive lenses - correction of effective near astigmatism3,4,5,6,7. Effective near astigmatism
means that a cylindrical lens which has been optimised for far vision is not perfect for near vision (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Blurred near vision due to effective near astigmatism

In near vision, the shape of the wave front changes compared to far vision due to the distance between lens and eye. The
consequence of this is that a higher powered cylinder is required to correct near vision astigmatism. Therefore, effective
near astigmatism is purely a geometric-optical effect that arises simply because of the distance between the lens and the
eye and the object distance.
The effective near astigmatism becomes greater as:
- the effect of the cylinder increases
- the distance to the object decreases
- the addition power decreases
- the vertex distance increases.
.
Effective near astigmatism affects the value of the cylindrical correction. If it is taken into consideration in the lens, then near
objects also become a sharp point image on the retina (Figure 6).
Figure 6: Clear near vision due to effective near astigmatism being taken into consideration.

Besides improved visual acuity, the customer also profits from a larger near vision field of view.
Benefits for Spectacle Wearers
The improved performance of the progressive lenses is referred to as the EyeModel Effect, and can be seen based on the
following example:
Impression®
Refraction values (= ordered values)
Far vision: SPH 0.25 CYL 3.50 AXIS 5 ADD 1.50
Lens values
Far vision: SPH 0.25 CYL 3.50 AXIS 5 Visual acuity 1.0
Near vision: SPH 1.75 CYL 3.50 AXIS 5 Visual acuity 0.9
While the respective lens values (practical values) lead to optimum visual acuity of 1.0 for far vision, the astigmatic error
caused by effective near astigmatism and Listing's Law in near vision result in a reduction of visual acuity in near vision. This
leads to restricted fields of view in the intermediate range and especially in near vision, and ultimately to a performance
reduction17 (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Fields of view sizes without EyeModel: Here, the cylinder value due to the effective near astigmatism and the cylinder axis due to Listing's
Law for near vision are not corrected.

If the EyeModel is now taken into consideration, then the practical values of the lens remain unchanged for far vision, while
the practical values for near vision are adjusted for the EyeModel Effect.

Impression® EyeLT
Refraction values = ordered values
Far vision: SPH 0.25 CYL 3.50 AXIS 5 ADD 1.50
Lens values
Far vision: SPH 0.25 CYL 3.50 AXIS 5 Visual acuity 1.0
Near vision: SPH 1.69 CYL 3.61 AXIS 8 Visual acuity 1.0
Because of taking Listing's Law and effective near astigmatism into consideration, the spectacle wearer receives better
correction in the near range. The EyeModel Effect provides an increase in performance17 of the lens of up to 25% for the
customer. In this way, the customer profits from perfect vision at all distances (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Improved visual zone sizes with EyeModel through exact adaptation of the cylinder axis and cylindrical power.

No additional measurements are necessary for improved near vision. This means the optician determines the refraction
values for far vision and the addition power as usual. Rodenstock then calculates the respective new cylindrical effect
(effective near astigmatism) including the cylinder axis (Listing's Law for near vision) for near vision.
The effective near astigmatism can lead to a difference of up to 0.5 D between the far and near cylinder. In addition, the
natural rolling of the eyes causes a cylinder axis change of up to 7° for near vision. Hence, an overall astigmatic error
(EyeModel Effect) of more than 1.0 D can arise, which would reduce visual acuity in near vision by half. Since approx. 80%
of all orders involve cylindrical lenses, the majority of all progressive lens wearers will profit from the EyeModel. The
following chart (Figure 9) shows the EyeModel Effect as a function of the addition and cylinder. It shows that the EyeModel
Effect decreases up to an addition of 2.50 D, because the effect of effective near astigmatism becomes less as the addition
increases, while the cylinder axis error remains almost constant due to the same convergence and unchanged object
distance. Above an addition power of 2,50 D it increases due to the shorter object distance and the greater cylinder axis
error resulting from this.
Figure 9: EyeModel Effect (total astigmatic error) as a function of the prescribed cylindrical power in far vision and the addition.

Figure 10 shows the EyeModel Effect as a function of the object distance and cylinder. Here, it can be seen that for near
objects and a high cylinder, the overall astigmatic error can be considerably higher than 1.0 D. This error is eliminated in all
Eye Lens Technology lenses.
Figure 10: EyeModel Effect as a function of the prescribed cylindrical power in far vision and the object distance.

Summary
Because of the Eye Lens Technology, the individual product portfolio of Rodenstock, consisting of Impression® Mono Aveo,
Impression FreeSign®, Impression®, Impression® FashionCurved, Impression Ergo FS® and Impression Ergo®, has provided
better vision in the intermediate range and especially in near vision since March 2011.
This has also been proven by our internal studies in which test persons rated vision with Eye Lens Technology lenses as
very good.
Through the EyeModel, it is possible for spectacle wearers to have considerably better and more comfortable near vision.
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